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• What Have We Been Doing So Far?
• Looking Ahead
• Challenges
Vision
To become a trusted body that works to grow the domain name industry in Africa and the Middle East

Mission
To foster the evolution of a robust and healthy domain name marketplace in Africa and the Middle East, through

• Understanding and addressing the local needs of the region and

• Providing an entrepreneurial platform, for business development, collaboration and knowledge exchange
What Have We Been Doing So Far?

• Working on developing capacities and raising awareness in relation to all aspects of the DNS industry
  o *Training programs* - midterm and summer workshops
  o *Course Projects*
  o *Hackathon*
  o *Universal Acceptance*
  o *Career Fairs*
  o *ICANN meetings and ISOC events*
What Have We Been Doing So Far?

- Establishing Partnerships
- Working on establishing a leading role in advancing the DNS infrastructure and services in Egypt
Looking Forward

• Branching to the Egyptian governorates
• Having presence in more countries across the region
• Building a network of trainers across Egypt and the region
Looking Forward

- Continuing with the youth outreach and capacity building program
- Taking part in shaping the future of the Internet through emerging technologies
- Developing tutorial material
- Helping with the universal acceptance project
challenges

• Resources
• DNS operational sustainability
Questions

Thank You!
Email: info@dns-ec.eg
Website: http://www.dns-ec.eg
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